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Abstract: High impact and strong noise complicate the response of reciprocating compressor (RC).
It requires a complex signal processing method that is a single response-based or excitation-based fault
diagnosis method applied to RC valve leakage fault diagnosis. This paper proposes a quantitative
diagnosis method of RC valve leakage that is based on system characteristic diagnosis method. First,
the current signal of the RC induction motor and the cylinder vibration signal are introduced as
the excitation and response signals, the mathematical model of the RC motor current is established,
and the influence mechanism of the valve leakage on the RC vibration is analyzed. Subsequently,
the ensemble empirical mode decomposition and comb filter are respectively used to extract the fault
characteristic information of excitation signal and response signal to obtain the excitation condition
indicators (CIs), response CIs, and system CIs. Finally, the support vector machine based on the
obtained CIs classified the valve leakage failure patterns of different severity, and a fault diagnoser
was constructed for the quantitative diagnosis of valve leakage fault. The results of experiment and
application proved that the proposed method could realize the quantitative diagnosis of RC valve
leakage fault while using simple signal processing technology.

Keywords: fault diagnosis method; reciprocating compressor; valve leakage; system characteristic;
support vector machine

1. Introduction

Reciprocating compressors (RCs) are widely used in the petrochemical, refrigeration, and gas
transportation industries [1–3]. The valve is the core part of RC, which determines the stable and
efficient operation, and it is one of the most easily damaged parts in RC. Therefore, an effective and
accurate valve fault detection method can improve the operation reliability of the RC, reduce the
occurrence of accidents, and reduce the downtime and cost of the RC [4,5].

The fault diagnosis method (FDM) of RC is mainly developed from the FDM of rotating machinery.
For example, the wavelet transform, which is widely used in rotating machinery, has been well applied
to the fault diagnosis of internal combustion engines [6–8]. As one of the most commonly used FDM,
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vibration-based pattern recognition method has attracted significant attention in the field of rotating
equipment fault diagnosis. However, the vibration characteristics of RC have non-linear, non-stationary,
and multi-component coupling factors [3,9], which pose challenges for RC fault diagnosis. Generally,
the FDM of RC can be divided into three categories: model-based, data-driven, and a combination of
the two [2,10,11].

The model-based FDM creates a mathematical model of the RC system or fault characteristics.
The thermodynamic model [12], FSI model [13], and hybrid numerical model [14,15] of the RC have
been studied, and successively established a variety of mechanism model of the RC system fault.
However, the establishment of RC system model requires very complex calculation and profound
theoretical knowledge, which is difficult for most researchers. The data-driven method is based on
the response data of the sensors, and it uses various algorithms to obtain the hidden information
in the data for fault diagnosis. The diagnosis effect of data-driven method mainly depends on the
quantity and quality of data and the conditions of collecting data, and it has low requirements for
experience knowledge and fault mechanism. Therefore, it has been actively studied in the field
of RC fault diagnosis, among which local mean decomposition [1,16], deep confidence network
and back-propagation neural network [17–19], support vector machine (SVM) [9,20], k approximate
regression [18,21], Bayesian estimation algorithm [10,22], big data [23], and other technologies have
been successfully applied. The method of combining model and data-driven is to diagnose the system
fault by fusing the system operation data with the system fault model. Gu F.S. et al. [24–26] established
the induction motor current model and combined with the modulation signal bispectrum method to
realize the fault diagnosis of gear and RC. Wang Y.F. et al. [27] proposed the method of combining the
kinematic model of valve with acoustic emission signal to diagnose the leakage fault of the RC valve.
When compared with model-based and data-driven methods, the method of combining the two can
achieve a better diagnosis effect. However, presently, this method has relatively few applications in the
RC valve leakage fault. This paper will serve as a successful application to this method.

The quality and type of data is the key to data-driven FDM. The scientific test-rig, reliable
sensors, and reasonable experimental conditions can guarantee the quality of data. The data types of
data-driven method can be divided into single signal and multi-signal fusion. Single signal, such as
vibration signal [3,18,28–30], acoustic signal [31–34], current signal [24], [25], temperature signal [21],
pressure signal [35], and instantaneous phase signal [36], etc., have been successfully applied to RC
fault diagnosis. Although good diagnosis results have been achieved, the difficulty of data processing
is increased because of the singleness of signal and the few effective fault features. Therefore, the FDM
of multi-signal fusion has attracted the attention of scholars. Elhaj and Gu F.S. [37] developed a new
numerical simulation method to monitor the RC valves status while using the instantaneous angular
speed (IAS) of crankshaft and cylinder pressure. A modular fault diagnosis and prediction method of
hydraulic valve system based on multi-sensor data redundancy was proposed in [10]. G. Qi et al. [23]
used big data and machine learning methods to identify and classify RC faults based on multi-signal
such as vibration, temperature, and displacement. V.T. Tran et al. proposed an approach to fault
diagnosis of RC valves while using Teager–Kaiser energy operator and deep belief networks based on
vibration, pressure, and current signals [38]. Although these studies make up for the singleness of
signal, the lack of correlation between multiple signals makes it necessary to consider the fusion of
different signals, which increases the difficulty of the signal processing methods.

This paper proposes a quantitative diagnosis method of RC valve leakage based on system
characteristics. The current signal and vibration signal are used as the excitation signal and the
response signal, respectively. The excitation and response signals have a natural system transfer
relationship, which can maximize the potential of the signal. Therefore, the problem of a small
amount of information in a single signal is solved, and the problem of multi-signal coupling is avoided.
Additionally, the mathematical model of the RC motor current was established, which constitutes
a fault diagnosis method that combines model and data-drive, and it can reduce the performance
requirement of signal processing method. In addition, the diagnosis object can be regarded as a “black
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box”, without the need for detailed parameters inside the diagnosis object, which greatly reduces the
impact of modeling difficulties on the diagnosis effect [39].

The ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) algorithm maintains the adaptive
decomposition of the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and overcomes the endpoint effect
and mode aliasing effect of EMD [40,41]. However, the selection of the intrinsic mode function (IMF) is
still a problem to be solved [42,43]. The optimal IMFs are selected to reconstruct the excitation signal,
and the kurtosis, RMS, and correlation coefficient are calculated as the excitation condition indicators
(CIs), according to the side frequency effect of the current signal and the rotational frequency effect of
the RC. The vibration signal of RC is periodic, and accompanied by the frequency doubling component.
The comb filter is composed of a number of passbands and stopbands arranged at a certain frequency
interval, only allowing signals of certain frequency range to pass, and it is a good tool for extracting
faulty characteristic information [44–46]. By using comb filter and setting appropriate basic frequency
and bandwidth, the energy spectrum values of RC rotational frequency component and its two-fold
and three-fold frequency components contained in vibration signal were extracted as the CIs of the
response. SVM has unique advantages for solving small samples, nonlinearity, and high dimension
classification problems [47,48], and it has good robustness and generalization ability [49,50]. Based on
the CIs of excitation, response, and system, the SVM was used to conduct the contrast experiment of
different fault pattern. At the same time, on the basis of classification, a “three - regions, four-point sets”
fault diagnoser was constructed to quantitatively diagnose for different severity of RC valve leakage.

The rest of this paper is organized, as follows. Section 2 presents a framework of the proposed
method, established the RC motor current model, and analyzed the influence mechanism of valve
leakage on RC vibration. Section 3 introduces the experimental test-rig and conditions of data collection.
The failure characteristics of excitation signal and response signal are analyzed, and the CIs are extracted
in Section 4. The pattern recognition and quantitative diagnosis of RC valve leakage fault are performed
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 addresses the conclusions of this paper.

2. Fault Diagnosis Method Based on System Characteristics

This paper proposed a quantitative diagnosis method of RC valve leakage fault that is based on
system characteristics and Figure 1 shows the framework of the method. Taking the motor current
signal as the excitation signal and the vibration signal as the response signal, the influence of the
valve leakage on the response and excitation was comprehensively analyzed. The method combined
model and data-driven to quantitatively diagnose the RC valve fault from the perspective of system
characteristics. Focusing on the significant fault features and the correlation in excitation and response
signals, the simple signal processing methods can achieve the quantitative diagnosis effect of RC
valve leakage.
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Figure 1. Quantitative diagnosis method of reciprocating compressors (RC) valve failure based on
system characteristics.

2.1. Mechanism Analysis of the Influence of Valve Leakage on the RC

Based on the construction and working process, a two-stage and single acting RC can be
represented, as in Figure 2. It consists of four parts: an induction motor, a reciprocating compressing
unit, a compressed air storage tank, and safe-assistant device.

Figure 2. Structure diagram of RC.

The piston makes reciprocating motion in the compression cylinder under the joint action of the
connecting rod, the crankshaft, the pulley, the belt, and the motor, which constitutes the working
process of RC. During the movement of the piston from the top dead center (TDC) to the bottom dead
center (BDC), the pressure in the piston cylinder gradually decreases, which causes the suction valve
to gradually open and the discharge valve to gradually close. When the piston moves to the vicinity of
the BDC, the suction valve is fully opened, the discharge valve is completely closed, and the expansion
and suction process of the RC are completed, as shown in Figure 3b. At the moment when the valve
is fully opened or closed, it will hit the valve body to generate the impact. During the movement
of the piston from the BDC to the TDC, the pressure in the piston cylinder gradually increases, thus
causing the suction valve to gradually close and the discharge valve to gradually open. When the
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piston moves to the vicinity of the TDC, the suction valve is completely closed, and the discharge valve
is fully opened, completing the compression and discharge process of RC, as shown in Figure 3a.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of RC working process; (a) Positive stroke, and (b) Negative stroke.

When the RC suction valve leaks, the pressure difference between the piston cylinder and the
intake pipe decreases, which causes the suction valve to not fully open or close, thus reducing the
impact of the suction valve on the valve body. When the RC discharge valve leaks, the pressure
difference between the piston cylinder and the exhaust pipe decreases, which causes the discharge
valve to not completely close or open, reducing the impact of the discharge valve on the valve body.
At the same time, the peak pressure in the cylinder will be reduced due to the existence of leakage, thus
resulting in the crank torque reduction, that is, the load on the motor is reduced. Therefore, the motor
speed will increase, which will lead to an increase in the rotation frequency of the RC.

In summary, the valve leakage will reduce the energy of the impact component in the RC response
signal, and increase the frequency of the impact. In addition, the leakage of the valve will increase the
fluctuation frequency of the current signal since the load on the motor is positively correlated with the
motor current. Therefore, the response and excitation signals will all contain RC valve leakage fault
information, and both have some correlation.

2.2. The Model of RC Motor Current and Excitation Signal Selection

The stator current signal of induction motor is the most important excitation signal of RC system,
and it is closely related to the valve leakage. Moreover, the stator current signal can be directly
measured from the motor supply wire. Therefore, the stator current signal of the motor is used as the
excitation signal in this paper.

This paper takes the A phase, one of the three phases of the power supply system, as an example
to study the electromagnetic relationship of the current, ignoring the higher harmonics, in order to
study the motor current signal characteristics. The phase A current and magnetic flux of the motor
under normal equipment can be expressed [24,51], as Equations (1) and (2).

iA =
√

2I cos(2π fst− αI), (1)

φA =
√

2φcos
(
2π fst− αφ

)
, (2)

The electromagnetic torque that is generated by the interaction of current and magnetic flux is as
shown in Equation (3).

iA =
√

2I cos(2π fst− αI), (3)

I, φ represent the RMS amplitude of the supply current and the magnetic flux, respectively. αI,
αφ is the phase of the current and the flux with respect to the power supply. fs is the fundamental
frequency of the power supply and P is the number of pole pairs of the motor.

When the motor drive equipment fails, the system will generate an additional fluctuating torque.
The motor will generate an electric torque to balance the fluctuating torque [24,52]. Assume that the
fluctuating torque is a sine wave, with a frequency of fF, the corresponding current amplitude and
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phase angle are IF and αF, respectively. Afterwards, the fluctuating torque expression can be expressed
by Equation (4).

∆T = 3PφIFsin
[
2π fFt−

(
αI − αφ

)
− αF

]
, (4)

This oscillating torque causes speed fluctuations, according to the motor torque balance equation,
and the fluctuation speed can be derived as Equation (5), so that the fluctuation of the angle can be
expressed [24] as in Equation (6).

∆ω =
P
J

∫
∆Tdt =

−3p2φIF

2π fF J
cos

[
2π fFt−

(
αI − αφ

)
− αF

]
, (5)

∆αF =

∫
∆ωdt =

3P2φIF

2π2 f 2
F J

sin
[
2π fFt−

(
αI − αφ

)
− αF

]
, (6)

where, J is the inertia the rotor system. The change of angle leads to the phase modulation to the
magnetic flux [24,52], so Equation (2) can be expressed as:

φF
A =

√

2φcos
{
2π fst− αφ − ∆φsin

[
2π fFt−

(
αI − αφ

)
− αF

]}
, (7)

where ∆φ = 3P2φIF/
(
2π2 f 2

F J
)
. The flux produces a nonlinear effect that produces a corresponding

electromagnetic force, thus generating a nonlinear current signal in the stator. The flux now can be
explicitly simplified and examined in three components [24]:

φF
A ≈
√

2φcos
(
2π fst− αφ

)
+
√

2φ∆αF sin
(
2π fSt− αφ

)
=
√

2φcos
(
2π fSt− αφ

)
+
√

2φ∆φcos[2π( fs − fF)t− αI − αF]

−
√

2φ∆φcos
[
2π( fS + fF)t− 2αφ + αI − αF

]
,

(8)

Equation (8) shows that the fluctuating magnetic flux contains not only the fundamental frequency
component, but also the two sidebands on both sides of the fundamental frequency. The current of the
motor can be obtained [24,52] based on the motor equivalent circuit.

iFA =
√

2Icos(2π fSt− αI)

+
√

2Ilcos[2π( fs − fF)t− αI − αF −ϕ]

−
√

2Ircos
[
2π( fS + fF)t− 2αφ + αI − αF −ϕ

]
,

(9)

where ϕ represents the phase of the equivalent circuit impedance, and Il and Ir are the RMS of the
upper and lower side frequency components of the current. They are the currents caused by the
back electromotive voltage that is generated by the changes in the flux frequencies fs − fF and fS + fF,
respectively. This simplified current signal model is widely used in the fault diagnosis of electric
motors and their driving equipment [24–26,53].

RCs have two basic working processes: suction and discharge. Among them, the gas is compressed
during the process of discharging, and the piston needs to have a larger thrust [37]. Therefore, the
driving motor generates a cyclically varying load during operation, thus resulting in high frequency
oscillation of the motor current signal. According to Equation (9), the measured RC motor current
signal can be expressed [24] as in Equation (10). αl and αr represent angular displacements of the
upper and lower side frequencies, respectively.

iFA =
√

2Icos(2π fSt) +
√

2Ilcos[2π( fs − fF)t− αl] −
√

2Ircos[2π( fS + fF)t− αr], (10)

Figure 4 is a time-frequency domain waveform of the 2 mm leakage valve current signal that is
collected by the test bench in this paper. This figure shows that the maximum energy of 50.18 Hz
represents the power supply component, which is the fundamental frequency of the current signal.
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The side frequencies on both sides (50.18 ± 15.36 Hz) characterize the fluctuation of the working
condition of the RC, and they contain the fault characteristic information. The rest is the higher
harmonics of the power component. The offset of the side frequency is closely related to the rotation
frequency of the RC, from which the valve fault characteristic can be analyzed.

Figure 4. Time-frequency domain waveform of excitation signal of 2 mm leakage valve.

2.3. Response Signal Selection

RC has a variety of response signals, such as: vibration signals, pressure signals, acoustic emission
(AE) signals, temperature signals, and IAS signals et al. Among them, the pressure signal and
temperature signal cannot be measured outside the RC, so it is necessary to remould the RC cylinder
structure and embed the sensor for measurement. The fault characteristics will be adversely affected
due to the damage to the original structure of the cylinder. The use of AE and IAS signals requires
the sensors to have higher sensitivity and measurement accuracy. Additionally, the signal processing
methods for IAS are less than those for the vibration signal. Moreover, vibration signal is easily
obtained and most widely used in fault diagnosis.

The number of impacts whose amplitude exceeds 200 in Figure 5a is significantly greater than
that in Figure 5b, and the periodicity of the signal waveform in Figure 5a is more obvious than that
in Figure 5b, as shown in Figure 5. The vibration signal not only contains a wealth of fault features,
but also maintains a system transfer characteristic relationship with the current signal. Therefore,
this paper adopts vibration signal as a response signal to analyze the response characteristics of RC
valve fault.

Figure 5. Time-domain waveform of response signal; (a) normal valve, (b) 2 mm leakage valve.
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3. Experimental Test-Rig and Data Acquisition

A RC valve leakage fault test rig was designed to study the quantitative diagnosis method of
RC valve failure based on system characteristics diagnosis technology. Additionally, three different
severities of exhaust valve leakage faults were simulated for comparative experiments.

3.1. Experimental Test-Rig Design

The test-rig that was designed in this paper consisted of a two-stage single-acting reciprocating air
compressor, sensors, and data acquisition system, as shown in Figure 6. Among them, the acceleration
vibration sensor has a sensitivity of 50 pC/ms−2, a frequency response of 0.2 Hz ∼ 1.5 kHz, and it is
mounted on the root of piston cylinder body, as shown in the A view of Figure 6. The current clamp
has an accuracy of 1.5%± 5 mv and a conversion ratio of 10 mv/A, which is clamped to the power
supply wire of the AC motor. The experimental speed of the air compressor crankshaft is 900 r/min,
and the maximum pressure that the RC can provide is 1.6 MPa.

Figure 6. Experimental test-rig for RC valve failure.

3.2. Data Collection

The training sample data are provided for the study of the pattern recognition and quantitative
diagnosis method based on the system characteristic. Three different severity leakage faults of discharge
valve are designed in this paper. A circular hole with diameters of 2 mm, 6 mm, and 8 mm is machined
on the normal valve to simulate different severity leakage faults of the valve, as shown in Figure 7.
Data are collected when the RC pressure reaches 1.0 MPa, and the vibration signal and the current
signal are simultaneously collected, to improve the reliability of the data. In this experiment, three
groups of discharge valve leakage experiments and a group of normal valve test were carried out.
The sampling frequency was set to 51.2 kHz and the sampling time was 30 s.
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Figure 7. Simulated leakage fault valve; (a) valves, (b) Upper valve body, and (c) Lower valve body.

4. Feature Extraction of RC Valve Fault

Four groups of vibration and current signals data of the RC were collected under the condition of
discharge valve with normal, 2 mm leakage, 6 mm leakage, and 8 mm leakage. Based on these data,
the feature extraction of RC valve leakage fault was performed from the perspectives of excitation and
response characteristics, respectively.

4.1. Fault Characteristics Analysis of Excitation Signal

4.1.1. Spectrum Analysis of Excitation Signal

Figure 8 shows the frequency-domain waveform of each group of the current signals. This figure
shows that the current signal contains the motor power supply component (50.18 Hz) with the largest
energy, the side frequency component, and a large number of higher harmonics.

Figure 8. Frequency-domain waveform of RC current signals with different leakage levels.

Taking the 2 mm leakage fault as an example, the fundamental frequency of 50.18 Hz represents
the power supply component, and the both sides frequency (50.18± 15.36 Hz) represents the fluctuation
of RC working status, which contains fault feature information. 150.5 Hz and 249.5 Hz are the third
and fifth harmonics of power supply component, respectively. 15.36 Hz represents the working
frequency of the RC, that is, the rotating frequency of the crankshaft. Being affected by the valve
leakage, the rotating frequency of the RC is increased by 0.36 Hz when compared with the preset
rotating frequency of 15 Hz, which is consistent with the actual analysis trend.
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4.1.2. Excitation Signals EEMD and Selection of IMFs

The side frequency component of the current signal is the primary carrier for the failure
characteristics of the RC valve. The power supply component and its higher harmonic will weaken the
features of the side frequency component, which should be eliminated as much as possible. In this
paper, EEMD is used to decompose the excitation signal to extract the side frequency component and
other related components. After EEMD decomposition, 16 IMFs were obtained from each group of
data and the spectrum of 16 IMFs was analyzed. The IMFs spectrum is shown in Figure 9, taking 6 mm
leakage fault as an example.

Figure 9. Intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) spectrum of 6mm leakage fault data.

In Figure 9, IMF1 is the original current signal and IMF7 is very similar to the original current
signal, including a strong power component and higher harmonic component, which is not conducive
to the analysis of fault characteristic. IMF8 contains a significant sideband component, and 33.79 Hz is
a single-side frequency component generated by RC operation and fault impact. Additionally, there are
components that are related to the rotation frequency in IMF9, and 18.43Hz is the rotation frequency
related component that is generated by the operation frequency of the RC.

Therefore, IMF8 and IMF9 of each group of IMFs were extracted for energy spectrum analysis,
and the analysis results are shown in Figure 10. This figure shows that the IMF8 and IMF9 of each
set of data all contain single side frequency components and rotation frequency related components.
Moreover, IMF8 and IMF9 have no obvious harmonic components. Hence, the IMF8 and IMF9 of the
current signal was used to reconstruct the excitation signal.
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Figure 10. Frequency-domain waveform of IMF8 and IMF9; (a–d) represent normal valve, 2 mm
leakage, 6 mm leakage, and 8 mm leakage valve, respectively.

4.1.3. Extraction of Excitation CIs

The excitation CIs used in this paper are as follows:
The root mean square (RMS) is the square root of the mean value of the sum of squares of the

sample signal, which reflects the amplitude and energy of the signal in the time domain.

RMS =

√√√
1
N

N∑
i=1

(xi)
2, (11)

Kurtosis (K) is the normalized fourth-order center distance of the sample data, which reflects the
distribution characteristics of the data and it is particularly sensitive to shock signals. The formula is
defined, as follows:

K =
1
N

∑N
i=1(xi − µ)

4(
1
N

∑N
i=1(xi − µ)

2
)2 , (12)

The correlation coefficient (CC) is used to characterize the degree of correlation between two data
sets. The value range of CC is −1 to 1. The closer to 1 or −1, the stronger the correlation. The formula
is defined, as follows:

CC =

∑N
i=1(xi − µx)

(
yi − µy

)
√∑N

i=1(xi − µx)
2
√∑N

i=1

(
yi − µy

)2
, (13)

where, xi, N, µ represent sample data, number of samples, and mean value, respectively.
In this paper, CC is calculated by leaking valve data and normal valve data, and CC is processed

by taking absolute value (CC ∈ [0, 1]).
From each group of data, 50,000 data were taken and divided into 50 parts, and EEMD

decomposition was performed, respectively. The K, RMS, and CC are calculated while using the signals
reconstructed by the IMF8 and IMF9 of each group. Table 1 shows the calculated excitation CIs of each
group, and the number of each CI for each set of data is 50. The LL denotes the leakage level.
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Table 1. Excitation condition indicators (CIs).

LL
ICs

K RMS CC LL
ICs

K RMS CC

0 mm

1.67 78.32 1

2 mm

1.62 148.657 0.97
1.66 62.93 1 1.65 124.968 0.99
1.68 72.86 1 1.67 137.926 0.97
··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ···

1.63 70.88 1 1.64 133.688 0.99
1.71 65.83 1 1.68 131.644 0.98
1.64 82.17 1 1.65 153.987 0.98

6 mm

1.54 120.70 0.51

8 mm

1.32 65.03 0.58
1.48 103.66 0.37 1.38 73.13 0.29
1.50 118.93 0.63 1.29 75.44 0.41
··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ···

1.48 120.88 0.70 1.29 74.08 0.43
1.55 113.61 0.66 1.28 59.45 0.56
1.67 137.09 0.76 1.51 59.52 0.68

From the CIs in Table 1, it can be roughly seen that, as the degree of valve leakage increases, the K
and CC show a decreasing trend. The trend of the CI that is calculated by the experiment is consistent
with the trend of the CI of the theoretical analysis.

4.2. Fault Characteristics Analysis of Response Signal

4.2.1. Spectrum Analysis of Response Signal

Figure 11 shows the frequency-domain waveforms of each group of vibration signals. Among
them, fn1, fn2, fn3, and fn4, respectively, represent the rotation frequency of RC under the conditions of
normal, 2 mm leakage, 6 mm leakage, and 8 mm leakage of the valve.

In Figure 11, fn1 = 14.336 Hz, fn2 = 15.360 Hz, fn3 = 16.378 Hz, and fn4 = 16.381 Hz, it shows
that the rotation frequency of the RC increases with the aggravation of valve leakage fault. During
the actual operation of the RC, the pressure in the cylinder is reduced, due to the presence of the
leak, which results in the reduction of the torque of the crankshaft, so that the rotational speed of
the crankshaft is increased. The frequency spectrum of vibration signal contains a large number of
frequency doubling of rotation frequency, and the frequency doubling will fluctuate when the rotation
frequency changes. Therefore, the characteristic information of valve failure can be extracted from the
rotation frequency and its frequency doubling of RC.

Figure 11. Frequency-domain waveform of response signal.
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4.2.2. Extraction of Response CIs

The characteristic information of valve leakage is included in the rotation frequency and its
frequency doubling components of RC. The high multiple frequency component is produced by rotor
unbalance, which is less affected by the rotation frequency features and it contains fewer effective
fault information. Therefore, it is difficult to extract fault features information from the high multiple
frequency component. Thus, this paper only uses the one-fold, two-fold, and three-fold frequency
components to extract fault feature information, and it ignores the high multiple frequency components.

The energy spectrum amplitude of the one-fold, two-fold, and three-fold frequency components
of the rotation frequency are used as the response CIs. Taking one million data from each group and
divided into 50 parts to conduct spectral analysis on each part. Additionally, the comb filter is used to
obtain the response CIs from the spectrum of the response signal. Table 2 shows the response CIs.

Table 2. Response CIs.

LL
ICs

ERF EDRF ETRF LL
ICs

ERF EDRF ETRF

0 mm

1.88 2.21 5.09

2 mm

2.79 5.11 6.75
1.86 2.17 6.03 2.83 5.26 6.91
1.86 2.48 6.65 2.86 5.09 6.48
··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ···

2.23 3.03 6.41 2.84 5.42 5.29
1.59 2.84 6.23 2.82 5.71 5.92
2.02 2.51 6.56 2.81 5.50 6.32

6 mm

2.45 2.58 5.40

8 mm

3.08 2.88 5.37
2.70 2.73 5.09 2.47 2.59 4.00
2.44 3.31 6.21 3.05 2.77 5.27
··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ···

2.50 3.01 6.39 2.56 2.59 4.99
2.76 3.45 4.42 2.98 2.74 6.61
2.73 3.04 5.57 2.59 2.50 5.21

In Table 2, the number of each CI is 50. ERF, EDRF, and ETDF denote the energy spectrum value
corresponding to one-fold, two-fold, and three-fold rotation frequency, respectively.

5. Pattern Recognition and Quantitative Diagnosis

Based on the extracted CIs, the pattern recognition and quantitative diagnosis of RC valve leakage
fault was carried out from the perspectives of excitation, response, and system characteristics, respectively.

5.1. Pattern Recognition of RC Valve Leakage

After extracting CIs, they need to be classified to identify different fault modes. SVM is a powerful
classification technology that is based on statistical learning theory [47,48]. SVM was originally
introduced as a generalized linear classifier of binary classification. Its decision boundary is the
maximum-margin hyperplane solved for learning samples, which is eventually transformed into
a convex quadratic programming problem. Consider

{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . (xm, ym)

}
that xi ∈ Rn are

classification samples, and yi ∈ {−1, 1} are classification labels. The optimization problem can be
formulated, as follows:

min
1
2
||ω ||2 + C

m∑
i=1

ξi, yi(ωφ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ξi; ξi ≥ 0;∀i = 1, . . . , m, (14)

where ω is a normal vector to the hyperplane and C ≥ 0 is a penalty factor. ξi are slack variables.
Function φ(xi) is a feature mapping rule, which is determined by the kernel function. The most
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widely used radial basis function (RBF) is selected as the kernel function of the SVM algorithm in this
study [47]. The expression of the function is shown as in Equation (15).

K
(
x j, xi

)
= exp

− ||x j − xi ||
2

g22

, (15)

The one-against-all method was used to train the SVM. While classifying different fault modes with
SVM, a “three-regions and four-point sets” fault diagnoser was constructed to realize the quantitative
diagnosis of different severity of valve leakage.

5.1.1. Contrast Experiment I: Fault Pattern Recognition Based on Excitation CIs

The K, RMS, and CC of the excitation signals of each group were pairwise combined as the
two-dimensional feature indicators of the training SVM. The purpose of the training is to classify
different RC failure modes based on the excitation CIs, and compare them with those that are based on
the system CIs.

Firstly, the corresponding CIs of normal valve, 2 mm leakage valve, 6 mm leakage valve, and 8 mm
leakage valve were respectively numbered as 1, 2, 3, and 4. Secondly, each group of CIs and their
class labels were used for SVM training to generate an SVM trainer. Afterwards, various CIs with not
assigned the class label were put into the SVM trainer to classify, and the classification effect is shown
in Figure 12.

Figure 12. SVM classification effect based on excitation CIs; (a–c) are the classification effect of K and
CC, RMS and CC as well as K and RMS as characteristic indicators, respectively.

None of the three excitation CIs can completely classify the valve features of the four statuses,
as shown in Figure 12. In Figure 12a, the normal valve is not separated from the 2 mm leakage valve.
There are some feature points crossing each other between 6 mm and 8 mm leakage valve, and the
distribution of feature points is relatively scattered, which is not conducive to feature classification,
as in Figure 12b. Although, the four valve faults are not completely separated, and there are individual
points that cross together in Figure 12c. However, the distribution of characteristic points is relatively
concentrated, which is beneficial to classification.

5.1.2. Contrast Experiment II: Fault Pattern Recognition Based on Response CIs

In order to prove the performance of fault mode classification that is based on system characteristics,
it is necessary to compare it with the result of fault mode classification while using response CIs.

Firstly, the ERF, EDRF, and ETRF of each group data were taken as the two-dimensional
characteristic indicators of SVM classification, and the CIs of the four groups data were assigned class
labels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Subsequently, each group of CIs and corresponding class labels are
taken for SVM training. After that, all kinds of CIs were put into the trained SVM for classification,
and Figure 13 shows the classification effect.
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Figure 13. SVM classification effect of response Cis; (a–c) are the classification effect of ERF and EDRF,
ERF and ETRF as well as ETRF and EDRF as characteristic indicators, respectively.

The classification effect illustrated in Figure 13 shows that SVMs that are based on response CIs
cannot completely separate the faults of different modes. Among them, in Figure 13a, the 6 mm and
8 mm leakage valves are not completely separated. In Figure 13c, only the 2 mm leakage valve is
separated. The SVM classification effect that is based on ERF and EDRF is better than those based on
the ERF and ETRF, and EDRF and ETRF, which further verifies that the low-multiple rotation frequency
component contains more fault feature information.

5.1.3. Pattern Recognition Based on System CIs

Contrast experiment I and contrast experiment II show that both response-based and
excitation-based pattern recognition cannot effectively classify the failure modes of RC valve while
using simple signal processing methods. The system-based diagnostic method proposed in this paper
exerts the system transfer characteristic relationship between excitation and response. The indicators
that can best characterize the fault characteristics in response and excitation were extracted as the
system CIs to identify the fault pattern of RC valve. The K and RMS of excitation CIs and the ERF and
EDRE of response CIs were selected as system CIs to classify different RC valve fault nodes. Figure 14
shows the classification effect.

Figure 14. SVM classification effect of system Cis; (a–d) are the classification effect of K and ERF, RMS
and ERF, K and EDRF as well as RMS and EDRF as characteristic indicators, respectively.

It can be seen from Figure 14 that the classification effect of using K and ERF, EDRF on fault
modes is better than that of using RMS and ERF, EDRF. In Figure 14b,d, RMS and ERF, EDRF do
not completely separate the different RC fault modes. Although the four types of feature points in
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Figure 14a,c are separated, the data points in Figure 14c are more concentrated. Therefore, K and EDRF
have a better classification effect on faults.

The comparative experimental analysis results proved the superiority of the diagnosis method
that is based on system characteristics. The system-based diagnostic method can extract richer and
more comprehensive fault information, has lower requirements on the complexity of data processing
methods, and is more suitable for online fault diagnosis.

5.2. Quantitative Diagnostic

5.2.1. Quantitative Diagnoser Construction

Based on the above contrast experimental analysis, the system characteristic diagnosis method can
effectively classify the different leakage levels of RC valve, and the classification effect of using K and
EDRF, as the SVM characteristic indicator is the best. A fault quantitative diagnoser for RC discharge
valve leakage was constructed in order to realize the quantitative diagnosis of valve leakage failure,
according to the corresponding relationship between the best classification effect and the leakage levels
of RC valve, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Quantitative diagnoser of RC valve leakage.

In Figure 15, the classification effect diagram that is based on the system CIs K and EDRF is
divided into three regions. Where, region I indicates a minor leakage failure (0 mm ≤ leakage ≤ 2 mm),
region II represents a moderate leakage failure (2 mm ≤ leakage ≤ 6 mm), and region III indicates
a severe leakage failure (8 mm ≤ leakage). Combined with the feature point set of the four status
as a reference template for quantitative diagnosis, a “three-region and four-point set” quantitative
diagnoser for RC valve leakage is constructed.

5.2.2. Quantitative Diagnostic Verification

A 4 mm leakage discharge valve was designed in order to verify the diagnostic performance
of the proposed quantitative diagnoser, as shown in Figure 16a. While using the designed test-rig,
under the same conditions, the RC motor current signal and the vibration signal were collected and
processed by the proposed method. The K and EDRF of the system CIs were calculated. Additionally,
the leakage level of the valve was diagnosed while using the constructed diagnoser. Figure 16b shows
the diagnostic effect.

The black square hollow point is the distribution of the characteristic point of the discharge
valve with 4 mm leakage fault in the diagnoser, as shown in Figure 16b. The characteristic points are
distributed in the region II, between the point sets of 2 mm leak and 6mm leak, and close to the 2 mm
leak point set. Accordingly, the leakage of the discharge valve can be diagnosed to be about 4 mm.
Corresponding to the actual discharge valve leakage level, the quantitative diagnostic capability of the
proposed diagnoser is verified.
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Figure 16. Diagnostic device verification; (a) 4 mm leakage valve, (b) fault diagnosis effect of the valve
based on the diagnostic device.

5.3. Applications

The method is applied to the fault diagnosis of a discharge valve leakage fault generated by
a reciprocating air compressor of the same type in actual operation in order to further verify the
diagnostic performance of the proposed method. Using the same sensors and acquisition parameters
to collect data, when the actual RC speed was set to 900 r/min. and the air pipe pressure was 1.0 MPa.
The collected data is analyzed by the proposed method to obtain the K and EDRF CIs of the system.
Additionally, the extracted K and EDRF were diagnosed while using the designed diagnoser in this
paper. Figure 17 shows the diagnostic results.

Figure 17. Diagnosis effect of actual valve leakage fault; (a) fault diagnosis effect, (b) the disassembled
leakage fault valve.

The black hollow dot indicates the distribution of the feature points of the actual faulty valve in
the diagnoser, as shown in Figure 17a. Black hollow dots are basically distributed in the region III,
and more closed to the point sets of 8 mm leakage. Moreover, there are a few points that are distributed
to region 2, near the 6 mm leakage point set. Thus, it can be diagnosed that the valve has experienced
serious leakage fault, the leakage level is about 7 mm, and the discharge valve needs to be replaced
in time.

Disassemble the compressor cylinder to take out the faulty valve, as shown in Figure 17b.
An approximately circular hole of about 5 mm was generated in the middle of the valve and a certain
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bending occurred. This bending creates a gap between the valve and the valve body, which can cause
gas leakage. Therefore, the above diagnosis results were close to the actual leakage level of the valve,
which further proves the quantitative diagnosis ability for the RC valve leakage fault of the method
that is proposed in this paper.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a quantitative diagnosis method of RC valve leakage failure that is based on
system characteristic diagnosis technology. The proposed fault diagnosis method has the advantages
of both model-based and data-driven diagnosis methods. The results show that the effect of pattern
recognition that is based on the system CIs is the best. This study applies the proposed method
to construct a quantitative fault diagnoser to realize the quantitative evaluation of valve leakage of
RC. The proposed method has strong anti-interference ability for the complex working conditions of
reciprocating compressors and has obvious advantages for the fault diagnosis of long transmission
paths. The experimental and the application verify that the proposed method was promising for
quantitative diagnosis of RC valve leakage fault by the simple signal processing method. In subsequent
studies, the author will focus on the application of the proposed method in the analysis of machine
tool transmission errors.
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